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Extraoral dental spray

There are three advantages of SCANTIST 3D: homogeneous 
spray coating – complete sublimation – and no pigments.

SCANTIST 3D extraoral dental spray forms a matte layer on 
shiny and transparent objects. It can be applied uniformly, is free 
from hazardous pigments and evaporates by itself.
Homogeneous spray coating:
The fine and uniform spray pattern of SCANTIST 3D enables 
laboratory scanners to capture the surface data flawlessly and 
reproducibly. Uneven material applications and marks on dental 
objects are a thing of the past. SCANTIST 3D enables precise 
measurement data and excellent repeatability.
Complete sublimation:
SCANTIST 3D is a sublimating dental spray. It remains on 
the object for approximately 20 minutes after application; 
then it starts to evaporate. Subsequent cleaning of the objects 
being measured and the scanning environment is completely 
eliminated. 
No pigments:
Conventional dental sprays contain finely ground pigments 
such as titanium dioxide, which is harmful to health. During 
application, the fine pigments spread throughout the entire 
laboratory, so they coat far more than just the component being 
scanned. In contrast, the sublimating SCANTIST 3D is pigment-
free. So contamination of the surroundings with pigments is now 
a thing of the past. 

SCANTIST 3D is used for transparent and reflective parts, 
and for objects with deep recesses such as telescopic dentures, 
brackets, or occlusal splints.

www.scantist-3d.com

Unbeatable imaging

When looking for an imaging solution that can do it all, you can’t go 
wrong with the CS 9600 CBCT system from Carestream Dental.

The world’s most intelligent CBCT system, the CS 9600 
seamlessly meets the needs of any speciality. Fourteen fields of view 
ensure that you can perform all diagnostic examinations with ease, 
while innovative 3D facial scans, AI-assisted patient positioning and 
opportunity-creating software ensure that the system supports you 
in every indication.

Plus, super-speed cephalometric images can take as little as three 
seconds to perform, streamlining diagnoses and heightening patient 
comfort.

To find out more, contact Carestream Dental today.
For more information, contact Carestream Dental on 0800 169 

9692 or visit www.carestreamdental.co.uk.

Add some shine to your restorations

With BRILLIANT EverGlow composite from COLTENE, you can add 
some shine to your restorations! 

Developed with aesthetics and user-friendliness in mind, BRILLIANT 
EverGlow boasts of exceptional polishability, three translucency levels 
and excellent sculptability, so you can make your restorations stand out 
– effortlessly! 

BRILLIANT EverGlow can be used in simple to complex cases and, 
thanks to the submicron filler composition, reveals a smooth surface and 
glossy shine immediately. 

Plus, with impressive wettability and minimal stickiness to the 
instrument, you can work uninterrupted with stable handling. 

Consider transforming your restorations with BRILLIANT EverGlow 
from COLTENE. For more information, get in touch with the team today.

For more on COLTENE, visit www.coltene.com, email info.uk@
coltene.com or call 0800 254 5115.
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